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■ Smoke rises from chimneys of brick kilns on the outskirts of New
Delhi that was declared the world’s most polluted city.  AP FILE

NIPPING IT IN BUD Paris is set to phase 
out diesel vehicles and has one of the best 
cycle and electric car sharing systems  

Despite being
less polluted 
than Delhi, Paris
fighting it better

Chetan Chauhan
■ chetan@hindustantimes.com

PARIS: Paris air is about five
times lesser toxic than what it 
is in Delhi yet the authorities in
the French Capital have a better
plan to deal with the problem.

By 2020, Paris will have no die-
sel car running on its streets and
they will be replaced by vehicles
running on cleaner fuels like 
on Hydrogen, natural gas and
no emission electric or hybrid
cars. “We have a plan in place
and everyone has agreed to it.
Diesel vehicle lobby insists that 
their vehicles are not polluting
but we have asked them to coop-
erate,” said Paris’ deputy mayor 
Patrick Klugman.

The city government has also
decided to give 30% subsidy for 
every electric car bought in
the city. It would mean that an
electric car will cost similar to a 
vehicle running on a fossil fuel.

In comparison, the Central
government has not agreed
to a National Green Tribunal
order to phase put diesel vehi-
cles older than 10 years from the
Delhi roads. The road transport 
ministry has filed an appeal
against the NGT order with
the diesel lobby insisting that 
the vehicles are not polluting.
Internationally, the diesel is
considered a highly polluting
fuel and cities like Paris have
taken steps to restrict its use as
vehicular fuel.

Paris has also made sharing
of  urban space — cycle and car
sharing — a reality to fight air
pollution.

It has also introduced car
sharing system called Autolib
in which a person can rent an
electric car on the move in a 
street, use it for sometime and
leave it back in a dedicated park-
ing area on the street. For using
this unique car sharing service
gaining prominence in Europe, a 
person has to enroll for the serv-
ice and pay an annual charge 
and then an extremely afford-
able price for use every time. In
a year, the users of  the service
has increased three-fold.

Now Paris has one of  the big-
gest networks of  cycle sharing

systems in the world with a bike 
available within five minutes of
walking distance. Like cars, one
has to subscribe to the system
to use it. But unlike car shar-
ing, the cost of  using a cycle is
not uniform — very less for first
half  hour and a huge hike for 
subsequent hours. This is make 
optimal use of  cycles in the city
which receives over five million
tourists a year, almost equal to
its population.

A few cycle tracks that Delhi
has have either been encroached
or are used by motorcycles. 
There are no cycle parking areas
in the capital although Arvind
Kejriwal-led Delhi government
plans to have a few. 

Paris also restricts vehicle
movement and makes public
transport free on high air pol-
lution days. Nothing of  that 
sort happens in Delhi where 
air pollution forecast advisory
will start only from 2016.

All this is happening in Paris
where the average annual par-
ticulate matter pollution level 
is about 30 microns in a cubic
metre of  air (ug/m3) as com-
pared to over 200 in Delhi.

The latest pollution data col-
lected by air quality monitoring
system on a hot balloon which 
rises to 350 metres above the
ground in Paris shows no co-
relation between levels of  coarse
particulate matter (PM 10) and
fine PM of  less than 2.5 microns
that can settle deep inside the
lungs without one feeling it.
“We have observed that on
several days the level of  small
particles monitored PM 0 to 0.1
microns is much higher than PM
10 microns, showing that vehicle
exhaust contribute a lot to air
pollution,” said Jean-baptiste
Renard, a scientist at the hot air
balloon air observatory. 

In India, there is no monitor-
ing of  PM particles of  less than 1 
microns. In big cities like Delhi,
the PM pollution for 10 microns
and 2.5 microns are monitored
meaning that we don’t even 
know that the level of  small
microns that effects one’s health
the most. On average, the level 
of  smallest PM particles in air
is about 30% more than PM 2.5
in Paris. Delhi’s annual average
PM 2.5 pollution level was about
270 unit grams in cubic meter of
air (ug/m3) in 2013.

( T H E  AU T H O R  WA S  I N
FRANCE ON INVITATION OF
THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT)

Delhi govt to 
launch weekly
vehicle-specifi c
checking drives 
NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-
ment will launch a special drive
every week targeting a particu-
lar kind of  vehicle in order to
make its crackdown on polluting
vehicles more efficient.

According to a senior gov-
ernment official, the transport 
department has prepared a 
blueprint of  the drive to be held
every Saturday to check vehicles, 
including polluting ones, plying
in the national capital.

“The aim of  the special drive
is to tighten the noose around
errant vehicles which are not
complying with norms laid down
by the transport department.

“As per the plan, we will con-
duct a special drive across the
national capital which will be
dedicated to a particular type
of  vehicle on every Saturday 
during which all our staff  will 
come down with full force,” the
official said.

For instance, if  the depart-
ment plans cabs for the drive on 
a week, transport department
officials will keep a close vigil on
all cabs and taxis, including the
yellow-black, in different parts
of  the city.

“With such drive, we can
make our crackdown against
errant vehicles more efficient. 
During the drive, we will check 
all documents and see if  the
vehicle is polluting and take 
strict action against them,” the
official said.
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